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SUMMARY
The general expressions of NACA Report u98 for determining the
sound-pressure field for a rotating propeller in uniform subsonic flight
are reviewed for the case of a propeller with uniform chordwise forces.
Consideration is given to effects of nonuniform chordwise and rsdial
blsde losding. Tabulated values of certain definite integrals that are
involved in the calculation of a nesr-field propeller noise regardless
of the form of the chordwise forces are presented. These tabulations
b cover a wide range of operating conditions snd are useful for estimating
propeller noise when either the concept of an effective radius or radial
d distributions of forces are considered. b order to illustrate their
use, the tabulations are used in conjunction with the concept of an
effective radius to make evaluations for some specific propellers.
Results of these evaluations are presented and discussed.
IN!EtODUCl?ION
In references 1 and 2 the sound-pressure field of an “on-stand”
propeller is analyzed by repLacing the normal-pressure distributions
associated with thrust and torque over the propelkr by distributions
of pressure doublets acting at the propeller disk. In reference 3 the
snalyses of references 1 and 2 are extended to the case of an in-flight
propeller by considering the pressure doublets that represent the thmst
and torque to be subjected to a uniform rectilinear motion.
lh references 1 and 3 the equations for the sound pressure sxe
derived in exact form, that is, within the realm of linearized potential
theory. For convenience in calculation, however, these equations are
ultimately simplifid so that they pertain only to the first few harmonics
of a propeller of low solidity. These simplifications involve the assump-
tions that the radial losd distribution on a propeller blade can be con-
sidered as concentrated at same effective radial position and that the
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propeller blade chord is so small that the chordwise load at any radial
station can be considered as hating the form of a impulse or Dirac
delta function. Calculations in references 1 to 3 are based on these
assumptions.
The present report begins with the general equations that are
derived in reference 3 for the sound field of em in-flight propeller
and retiews the specialization of these equations to the case of a uni-
form or rectangular-type chordwise loading. It is deduced from results
for this case that, as long as the chordwise 10SIMIW remains unchanged
throughout the propeller cycle, certain definite integrals involved in
the qressions for the sound field are the seineregardless of the form
of the chordwise loading. In the case of the “fsr field,” or for field
points located at distances of several propeller dimneters from the ‘
propeller, the definite integrals can be evaluated in terms of Bessel
functions of the first kind, but, in the case df the “near field” or for
field points located within a distance of two or three propeller diameters
frcm the propeller, the integrals must be evaluated by numerical proce-
dures. These numerical evaluations for the near-field case can be made
once and for all, however, so as to apply to q chordwise loading that
remains unchanged throughout the propeller cycle. Amain purpose of
this report is therefore to present tabulated values of these definite
integrals for a range of parameters that correspond to a large range of
operating conditions so that the sound field of a given propeller can be
fairly rapidly estimated.
Other purposes of the report are: (a) to consider the effects on
the sound field of nonuniform types of chordwise blade loading, (b) to
consider a methcd of evaluating expressions for the sound field when
radial distributions of loading are taken into account, and (c) to pre-
sent and discuss results of same calculations,based on the tabulated
integrals, of the sound pressures for some specific propellers. The
reduction of definite integrals pertaining to the fsr-field case to
Bessel functions of the first kind ’anda F6&ier series development of
some simple shapes that me useful for representing nonunifom chordwise
force distributions are presented in the appendixes.
SYMJ301S
B number of propeller blades
b(r) width of propeller blaik~ or blade chord
c velocity of sound




F(r,e,t) chordtise distribution of forces perpendicular to thrust of
a
propeller blade and giving rise to torque
q,G2 functions defined in equations (31) end (32)
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pressure due to thrust
pressure due to torque
root-mesn-squarepressure
torque
length (radius) of propeller blades
.






r,e polar coordinates in yz-plsme

































The sound-pressure equations for chordwise rectsmgular loading sre
derived and reduced to expressions involving certain definite integrals
denoted by IV (V = 1, 2, snd 3). It is deduced that the integrals Iv
are ccamnonto propel&r-noise theory; hence, they are evaluated and tab-
ulated over useful ranges of certain key parameters. This tabulation
is discussed briefly and then consideration is given to effects of other
types of chordwise loading and to a method of approximating a radial inte-
gration involved in the sound-pressure equations.
Sound-Pressure Equations for C!hordtiseRectalar
Blade Iasding
Although the main purpose of this report is to present tables of cer-
tain definite integrals that arise in expressions for the near sound
field of a propeller, it is desirable, for the sake of completeness and
discussion, to derive the integrals by specializing the general expression
for the sound field to sme particular form of chordwise loading. Far
this purpose the general equations derived in reference 3 are specialized
to the case of rectangular chordwtse losding. More general ~es of
loading are discussed in a subsequent section.
mm eqmtions (6) to (12) of reference 3, the equations for the
sound pressure pT associated with a thrust distribution Fl(t,r,$) and
the sound pressure pQ associated with a torque distribution F2(t,r,e),
F1 and F2 being periodic with respect to time, can be written as (see
fig. 1 for illustration of coordinate system):
(1)









In these equations R is radius, r is the blade element radius,
1
t is time, 0 is a polar singlein the yz-plane, ~ = ~1 - MFZ,
frequency psmaneter involving order of hsrmonic” m, number of blades B,
angular velocity Q, smd velocity of sound c. It is to be noted that
the expressions for pT and pQ (eqs. (1) and (2)) have been made
independent of the coordinate z. This Is a convenient s@lLfication
that follows from rotational symmetry when the loading is sssumed to
ram.in unchanged throughout the propeller cycle.
When the periciiicfunctions F1 and F2 are known, they can be
expressed in the form of Fourier series that enables one to treat each
harmonic of the associated noise spectra separately. When, for sim-
plicity, the forces acting on the propeller me assumed to be uniformly
distributed at each radial station of the propeller blade, that is, when
the chordwise distributions of forces sre assumed to be rectangular, the
tictio~ Fl(t,r,6) md F2(t,r,f3) mqybe expressed, first for 6 = 0,









F2(t,r,0) = O (T<t <To)
where T is thrust, b is blade chord, Q is torque, T = ~ is the
time elapsed for a blade chord with angulax velocity n to pass a given
% is time elapsed for correspondingparts (for example,point, and To = ~




The expressions for Fl(t~r~O) ~d F2(t~r,0) in equations











h these ~ression the zeroeth hsrmoni.c, m = 0, corresponds to the
instantaneous average thrust and torque over the blsde elanent which does
not ~ive rise to the rotational--e noise under consideration and need
not be
monies
considered further in the ~~esent analysis. For all other har-
the expressions in equations (5) and (6) may be written as
(7)
Although only the real parts of the su?mnationsin equations (7) and (8)
sre necessary in the formulation of the forces, it is convenient to deal
with expressions of the forces in complex form throughout the analysis
and then, for fi.nalresults~ @ract onlY re~ p~ts l Expressions for
Fl and F2 that pertain to any value of 6 ~ be ob~ed direct~
..—
frcm the ~ressions h equations (7) and (8) for ‘ = 0, because the
forces on a second blade elment that is shifted with respect to the first
by an angle 6 in the rotational direction are the ssme as the forces on
the first but are retarded by the time e/a. The corresponding Fourier
developments are therefore real parts of
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It can be seen from this development that, regardless of the form of the
chordtise loading ~ployed, that is, ss long as the losding remains
unchanged throughout the propeller cycle, the variable 0 will alwsys
enter into the Fourier development of the forces in the sm. msmner. As
will be discussed subsequently, this relationship lesds to a fixed set
of integrals in the expressions for the sound field.
With the use of equations (9) and (10) for Fl(tjr,e) en. l?2(t,r,e)
the equations for the sound pressure associated with thrust and torque
(eqs. (1) snd (2)) corresponding to rectangular chordwise loeding can be












~v(r) . f2fie-i(~e+ka) ~e (V = 1, 2, and 3) (13)
o Sv
Ik the limit b = 0, these expressions for pT and pQ sre equiv-
alent to those given in equations (21) and (23) of reference 3. This
equivalency may be easily verified by use of the limiting value of
The integrals in equations (11) to (13) must, in general, be evalu-
ated by approximate or numerical procedures. The integrals ~v (for
v = 1, 2, and 3) in equation (13) occur in expressions for propeller
noise regardless of the form of chordwise loading employed, that is,
provided the loading remains unchanged.throughout the propeller cycle.
These integrals therefore play an important role in the analytical deter-
mination of propeller noise and are the integrals for which the treatment
and evaluations, pertaining to the nesr field, constitute the main
Purpose of this report. h the case of the far field the integrals ~V
can, as was done in references 1 snd 3, be reduced to Bessel functions
of the first kind. This reduction is, for the sake of ccmq?leteness,carried
out in appendix A in a slightly different and more extended form than
was done in references 1 and 3.
.
The lhtegrals Iiv in Terms of Lumped Parameters mb, Kl)
and ~ and Equivalent Integrals I
v
The integrals lTv are functions of six psmmeters (x, y, r, ~,
mB, and k). These parameters can be lumped, however, so that the inte-
grals can be conveniently expressed in te&s of related integrals that
are functions of only thiee parameters (nEl,Kl, and ~). This lumping
is accomplished aa follows:
10
or
ikMFx W#(%?)L(r)= #’; ~Iv(r)= ‘R ‘e 132.—() Iv(r)~c (%) P
where
I 2Y’(~-w (e+K2j’e)IV(r) =
0 (~’v ‘e= ‘“ - ‘r””Cos e)
and MR denotes















/’ (23tstime+qfl- K1 COS ‘d) deIV” = (@-q Cx3s())’ (lga)
cos I&Q sin ~~ fCTe
de (lgb)
(il + K1 COS 8)V
Expressions for the pressures pT and PQ in te~s of the integra~ Iv








Tables of Iv Corresponding to the Near Field
Since the integrals IV We expressed in terms of lumped param-
eters K1 (eq. (16)) and ~ (eq. (17))~ it iS necess~ to detefine
the rsmge of values of these parameters that pertain to the near field
and to the far field. Regardless of the values that x, y, r, and !3
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m~ have, numerical values of K1 will alw~s fall in the range
,
but numerical values of ~ fall in the s.ai-infinite range
(22)
Inasmuch as the present development is inherently restricted to propeller
tip speeds Vt that correspond to propeller-tip Mach numbers Mt less
%%them about unity, the factor ~ = of ~ does not become large
P 1-%2
even when M approaches 1. This condition exists because
‘t’m= -”” ’24)
thus, when ~ = 1, ~= Ofor Mt=l. It therefore follows that
large numerical values of ~ are associated only with large values of
P + iv and these lerge values imply large distances from the pro-
peller disk. Furthermore, large distances from the propeller disk tiply
small numerical values of K1 (Kl<< 1). ~nce, small values of KI_
smd lsrge values of ~ (K2 >> 1) apply to the far field and large
values of K1 and small values of ~ pertain to the near field. The
specific ranges of values of K1 and_~ considered in the present
report for the nesr field are 0.4~K1<0 .985 and 0.75~~~ 6.0,
respectively. These ranges correspond to@.stances less than about
2.5 propeller dismeters from the propeller tip. Tables of values of ‘ ‘-~
the integrals IV that cover these ranges of K1 and ~ for a number
of values of the parameter mB are presented in tables I to VII. valu-
ations are presented for values of mB of 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, and 12;
values of K1 of 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.925, 0.95,
and 0.985; and values of ~ at intervals of 0.25 in the range
0.75s I@ 6.0.
The evaluations were tie with the use of a card-programed electronic
calculator and are presented, as calculated, to eight significant figures.
They can be considered accurate throughout, however, to no more than four
significant figures. In order to maintain this accuracy throughout the
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integrands were evaluated in msking the numerical integrations as the
parameter mB w increased. The specific increments employed we for
values of mB of 2, 3, and4, M =6°; for avalue of mB of 6, N =4°;
and for values of mB of 8, 9, and 1.2, M = 3°. With regsrd to inter-
polation in the tables, the increments in K1 smd ~ are not small
enough to yield good results by linear interpolation. Reasonably god
interpolated results can be obtained, however, by graphical procedures
or by a nonlinear scheme such as Aitken’s method.
Consideration of Effects of Other ~es of Chordwise Iaading
It is recalled that the equations for the sound field of propellers
derived in foregoing sections of this report sre based on the assumption
of a uniform chordwise loading. With real propellers, however, the
actual form of the chordtise losding, which is, of course, not uniform,
msy be very significant with regard to the generation of rotational noise.
For exsmple, a propeller msy be loaded, as in “turn ups”, so as to
produce no net thrust, yet it m~ produce considerable noise, mainly of
a higher hsrmonic content. The fact is that negative forces produce
noise as well as positive forces and it is only when the separate forces
sre in one direction that the assumption of uniform loading over the
chord should be expected to yield realistic values for the calculated
noise. Some exsmples that beer out this statement and demonstrate
the significance of nonuniform chordwise loading sre presented in the
following paragraphs.
Examples based on square-wave type chordwise loadi~.- Consider
first apropell.er to have a constant loading F. on the front half-chord
and constant loading -F. on the rear half-chord of a section of each
blade at some rsdial station r. K12natis, let a force acting on each
blade be defined by
\
f(t,r,e) =b~Fo (o<t<$)
f(t,r,e) = - ~F ( ) ~
$<t<TbB O (25)
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This function corresponds to a zero net force and mqy be written as a
Fourier series, with the zeroeth harmonic neglected, as
Next, for the sake of comparison, consider the full-wave rectification
of f(t,r,e). That is,
f(t,r,f3) =*FO
If(t,r,e)l = O
f(t + To,r,e)I = If(w))
(o<t<T)
(T<t <To)
The Fourier ~ension of
harmonic being neglected
this function is found to be, the zeroeth
(27)
(28)
It may be noted that there is a ph-e difference of 90°j Zndfcated
by the pure imaginsz’yterm in equation (26), between the harmonics of
f(t,r,a) ~d If(t,r,e)l. The main thing of interest in the present
discussion, however, is the relative values of the smplitude functions
4r ~in2-~~ of f(t,r,e) and ~ sin~~ of f(t,r,e) . These
mBb
functions sre shown plotted as a function of ‘is in figure 2. Exam-
ination of this figure shows that, for a range of values of fi&>z 2’
-.
the amp~tude function for f(t,r e) is &eater tha that for
)
1(f t,r,e)
even though the function f(~,r,e corresponds to no net force.
—
.
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Exsmples based on measured distributions of normal force.- Under
actual operating conditions the chordwise distribution of force is usually
such that it can be closely approximated with the use of a few simple
shapes such as rectangles and trisngles. Furthermore, the Fourier devel-
opment for such shapes canbe msde once and for all in such a ww that,
when a chordwise force distribution is known, its Fourier development
can be obtained by s~le superposition. Ih oral= to illustrate this
point and to demonstrate further the significance of negative loading
with regard to sound pressures, two cases of measured distribution of
normal-force coefficients chosen fram reference 4 are plotted in fig-
ure 3 for the operating conditions sham. Each of the two chosen dis-
tributions is for a blsde section at r = 0.78R; however, one distribu-
tion (fig. 3(a)) corresponds to a small net loading with negative forces
acting over part of the chord, and the other distribution (fig. 3(b))
corresponds to a lsrge net loading with no negative forces. The area
under each curve is divided into rectangles and triangles by the dashed
lines shown in figure 3. (The right triangle facing to the right is
herein designated right triangle, md the right trismgle facing to the
left is herein designated left triangle. Their elements are designated
right triangular and left trismgular, respectively.) The Fourier devel-
opments of arbitrarily placed rect-lsr- and right and left triangular-
shaped elements of loading we given in appendix B and hsve been employed
to obtain the Fourier expansions of the distributions in figure 3. The
amplitudes so obtained are plotted as a function of mB in figure k
and compared with amplltude functions for uniform chordwise losding that
yield the ssme net values aa do the distributions in figure 3 and with
amplitude functions associated with Dirac delta-@pe losdings. The
results in figure 4(a) sre for the case of low net loading and these
results show that taking into account the negative forces as well as the
positive forces can lead to considerably higher smplitude of sound in the
higher harmonics. The results in figure k(b) for the case of no negative
forces show that about the same level of noise is obtained fran the
uniform distribution of forces as fram the detailed distribution of
forces. The amplitude functions for the Dirac delta-type loadings agree,
as would be expected, with those for rectangular-+qypeloading for luwer
values of mB.
The Integrations in the Radial Direction
A brief consideration is now given to amethod of approximating the
integrations with respect to r indicated in equations (11) and (12).
These integrations can be accomplished by a generalization of the con-
cept of effective radius discussed in references 1 to 3. As discussed
in these references, the concept of effective rsiiiusis based on the
consideration that all the sound-producing forces acting on the propeller
can be assumed to be concentrated on an annular ring that roughly coin-
——








present case the assumption of an effective radius r = Re
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m(~)~~i’(’e)+~l,’(’ejG2(Re) = F (32)
and Fm&
()
is an smplitude function that depends on the form of the
chordwise blade loading. For uniform or rectangular-type chordwi.se
loading (see eqs. (20) and (21)),
‘m ‘~k~%$=
In many cases, especially when the point at which the sound pressure
is to be calculated is outside and not too near the cylinder formed by
the propeller disk and its wake, the total sound pressure is evidently
not sensitive to the details of the radial distribution of forces; thus,
the assumption of an effective radius serves as a means of approximating
the total sound pressure. See, for exsmple, comparisons of calculated
and measured results in references 1 and 2. For cases where details of
the rsdial loading are important, as would be true, for exsmple, at
near-field points inside the cylinder formed by the propeller disk and
its wake, the effective-radius concept can be generalized a follows:
Suppose the distributions of thrust and torque sre graphically
represented as indicated in the sketch in figure 5. Divide the areas
under the curve into n parts by dividing the blade length R into
n psrts. The parts into which R is divided need not be equal but they
should be fairl.ysmall to insure a reasonably accurate approxhation
to the integrations. Iet Re,~ denote the abscissa of the center of
area of the jth eknent of srea under the curve. Approximate expressions
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where %L(Re,j) ‘d ‘2(Re,j) me defined in equations (31) end (32),
respectively, end
and








radial distributions of thrust
Value of Pressure
are discussed, it is appropriate to
propeller noise theory, one is gen-
of the root mean square of the total
Before some specific exsmples
point out that, in applications of
erally interested in the magnitude
pressure pms for each harmonic of noise. In order to obtain this
qusmtity, it is convenient to treat the propeller forces as ccmplex
quantities. Asmeybe noted in eqyations (20) and (21) or equations (33)
and (34) the pressures PT and
pT = (Cos u-t+
and
PQ = (Cos ah +
PQ are of forms
i sin wt)(Al + ~) (37)
i sin ut)(B1 + ~2) (38)
The form of an expression for the total sound pressure p =sociated
with thrust end torque is obtained by adding these expressions and
retaining only the real psrts of the sum. That is,
P= RCp=(PT+PQ) = (Al +B1)cos at - (~ +B2)sin~t (39)
w
—
The root-mean-square value of this expression is
.
w
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{J[23i/mP & (Al + B1)cOS cub-rms=~ o (A-2+ B2)sf. .q’dty
=+~(%+’ly + (%+’ 2)2 =* 1% +~,1 (40)
Thus pm is obtained by simply multiplying the absolute value of the
Ccalplexsum pT + p~ by
&
SOME APPLICATIONS ~ SPECO?IC PROPELLERS
The propellers chosen for the applications of the tables are three-
snd four-blade 16-foot-dismeterpropellers with solidi~ factors ranging
from o.12 to o.16. The efficiency, total thrust, and total torque for
such propellers have been determined frcm charts of references 5 and 6
and me summarized in figure 6. The total thrust for three different
altitudes and the efficiency sre presented as functions of flight Mach
number ~ in figures 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. The total torque
is presented as a function of rotational llachnumber MR in figure 6(c).
The present examples are based on the assumption of uniform chord-
wise loading and except for one case, on the concept of an effective
radius (eqs. (2g\ and (30)) with ~ = O.&l. When the calculated results
were obtained, the necessary interpolations in the tables of IV were
performed by graphical procedures.
The first results are presented in figure ~ sm.dare intended to
give scme indication as to the differences that might be expected between
calculations based on the concept of sn effective radius and calculations
based on radial distributions of forces. Shown in the figure are values
of the root-mean-square pressure, associated with the first harmonic of
a four-blade 16-foot-diameterpropeller, calculated with the use of equa-
tions (33) and (34) (by using five stels), for radial distributions of.
forces shown in the upper plot and calculated with the use of equa-
tions (29) and (30) for the forces assumed to be concentrated on sm
annulus of radius 0.8R. Calculations by each procedure were mile for
operating conditions indicated in figure 7 at various values of x in
the range -0.3D~ XS 0.3D along a line y = o.~ (11.2 feet); that
is, along a line two-fifths of the propeller radius from the tip and
extending a distance three-fifths of the rsdius behind to three-fifths of
the radius ahead of the pl~e of rotation. For the conditions considered,
the pressure or sound levels based on distributed forces we below those
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based on effective radius or concentrated forces at each point considered.
The significant point is that the shapes of the two curves, considered
as functions of x/D, are about the ssme; this fact indicates that calcu-
lations based on an effective radius can at least be used for studying
trends.
b figure 8 calculated values of the root-mean-squarepressure
associated with the first hamnonic of a:fou&blade” 16-foot-dismeter
propeller are plotted as functions of xfi for two altitude conditions,
three values of rotational Mach number .MR,snd a fixed value (0.6) of
flight Mach number %.
As canbe noted in figure 8 for the set of conditions under consid-
eration, the peaks o’??highest amplitudes of pressure occur behind the
plane of rotation at values of x/D in the range frcm -0.05 to -0.125.
A somewhat surprising feature of the results is the rather sharp rear-
ward trend of the position of peak smplitude as ~ is increased. As
noted in reference 3, the trend of position of peak amplitude of pressure
with increasing MF is from some resrward position toward the plane of
rotation or just the opposite of that indicated in figure 7 for increasing
MR. The results also indicate a rather sharp attenuation of sound-
pressure level with altitude &nd with distance away from the location of
peak smplitude. The apparent attenuation with altitude, however, can
be directly associated with the decrease in thrust and torque (see
fig. 6) required for the higher altitude.
In figure 9 the calculated root-mean-squarepressures associated
with the first harmonic of a four-blade, 16-foot-dismeterpropeller for
a point x = -0.15D, y = 11.2 feet (or 0.7D) are shown plotted as a
function of flight Mach number for three altitude conditions and a fixed
( )rotational Mach number MR = 0.8 . These results show, as do the exam-
ples in reference 3, that, for a fixed altitgde, the amplitudes of sound
pressure decrease substantiallywith flight Mach number for Mach numbers
up to about 0.4 or 0.5 and then increase rapidly with f~ght Mach number.
Figure 10 shows the effect of flight Jdachnumber on the calculated
root-mesn-square pressures for various values of the parameter mB for
two altitude conditions. The calculations are for a point x = 0,
Y= 11.2 feet (or 0.7D) and for a fixed value of the rotational Mach
(number ~ = 0.7). A chsnge.in the parsmeter mB may correspond to
either a change in number of propeller blsdes”:B or “~change ti har-
monic m. For exsmple, the curves in figure 10 for mB = 8 may be
interpreted as the calculated sound pressure corresponding to either the
first harmonic of en 8-blede propeller, the second harmonic of a 4-blade
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All the curves in figure 10 show the falling-off or diminishing
characteristic aa the Mach number MF iS incre~ed fr~ zero UP to 0=2
or 0.3 and then the rapid increase with Mach number when ~ exceeds
about 0.4 or 0.5. The total emount that the calculat~ pressures decrease
from the w = O condition is about the same percentage (about 20) in
L
each case. It mqf be implied therefore that, in the neighborhood of
take-off conditions, the Mach number effect is about the ssme, percent-
sgewise, regardless of the value of mB. The increase tith Mach number,
after a Mach number of 0.4 or 0.5 has been attained, however, depends
strongly on the value of mB and becomes very large as mB increases
beyond 6 or 8. For these large values of mB the present simplified
theory, especially with the assumption of an effective radius, could
only serve to indicate the trends roughly. lh order to yield realistic
magnitudes, it is likely that the details of the radial loading and,
perhaps, details of the chordwise loadings would have to be taken into
account.
The effect of distsnce from the propeller on the sound level along
a tie of constant y is implied in figures 7 and 8. Figure 11 shows
the corresponding effect along a Mne of constmt x (x = -0.15D). The
results shown are the calculated root-mesn-square pressures corresponding
to the first harmonic of a four-blade 16-foot-dismeterpropeller for
~=Oand~ = 0.7 at sea level plotted as a function of d/D
where d is the distance from the propeller tip. Figure 11 shows that,
for the conditions considered, the amplitude of pressure drops off very
rapidly as the distance frcm the propeller tip is increased. This type
of tiopoff is typical of that expected for other values of the param-
eters MF, MR, ~d ~.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A main purpose of this report is to present tabulated values of
certain definite integrals that we involved in the calculation of nesr-
fiel.dpropeller noise. These tabulations cover a wide range of operating
conditions and sre useful for estimating lower harmonic, near-field
propeller noise when either the concept of an effective radius or radial
distributions of forces sre considered.
Consideration is given to the general forms of chordwise”and rsdial
load distributions and it is shown that propellers operating even with
zero net forces can give rise to considerable noise, especially in the
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higher harmonics. Results of applications of noise theory to some
specific ~6-foot-dismeterpropellers are presented and discussed.
Lsngley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,








EVALUATION OF THE INTWKWS IV FOR THE FAR FIELD
As pointed out in the text, the integrals IV
far field or small values of the psrsmeter Kl (KI
expressed in terms of Bessel functions of the first





For this purpose it is convenient to consider the integral expression
for IV given in equation (la); that is,
The value of the rsdical 1 - K1 COS e appesring in the exponen-
tial term and in the denmninator of the integrsnd ef this expression is,
for K1 << 1, closely approximated by
C?omespondingly,
F-=-’-b’ (Al)
the i.nte~al IV is closely appruima.ted by
or
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From the lmown integral representation of Bessel functions,
J
2YC
e-i(nO-A COS e)de = 2YtinJn(A)
o
The expression for IV given in equation (A2) msy be written as




















































These approximations of Iv for the far field go a step beyond
that given in reference 3 in that the terms herein involving v as a
factor were not considered in reference 3. It is not deemed necessary
to tabulate Iv for the far-field case since tabulations of the Bessel






THE FOURDiR DEVELOPMENT OF SOME SIMEZE SHAPES USEFUL FOR
REPRESENTING CHORDWISE FORCE DISTRIBUTIONS
FOR PROPELLER BIADES
It is assumed that any chordwise distribution of force acting on a
propeller-blsde section can be satisfactorily represented by superimposing
rectangular- and triangular-shaped elements of force as indicated in
figure 3. This, at least, is a conv~ient assumption because such element$
can be expanded into Fourier series in such a wsy as to make the Fourier
development of the force distribution obtainable by simply adding the
Fourier series representations of the different components into which the
force distribution is divided.
Rectangular El~ent of Loading
Consider first a rectangular element of periodic force fr(t,r,e)





If the origin of coordinates is chosen to be the lesding edge of the














The terms VI snd 1.L2are constants such fiat O ~ U1 S 1 and
o%12 s 1. Equations (Bl) msy be expressed as a Fourier series, the







‘in yk -:)Sin?3, + ‘Jsin %(%- T..
2Frd0drm1




lm ‘o C? 2
(B2)
This expression mqy be written in complex form as
w
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The total force represented by fr(t,r,6) that acts on a blade section
. msy be seen frcm equation (Bl) to be
.
If this force is to
force of magnitude
fr(t,r,e)
= ‘r(P2 - ll~)Tde & (B5)
represent some preassigned percentage hr of a total
F, such as total thrust or total torque, that acts





Ehbstitqting this expression for Fr into equation (~) gives
(B7)
(B8)
Note that in this equation, if VI = 0, Ii2= 1, snd h~ = ~, the
results given in equation (9) are obtained. HW1=O, w2=l, end




Consider next a left-triangular element of loading fZt(t,r,e) on
the chord element ~ in a time-coordinate systan (see sketch).
Ft
I
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The equation for this case msy be exj?ress@lX
-–
flt(t,r,e) = O (o<t<TJ
Ft (t - Tl)
1
8




fZt(t,r,6) = 0 (72 < t < To)
fzt(t+70jr$8) = ftt(tjr)e)
The FoVrier expension for this function is




Ft dr d9 ~t-: T2-TL- To
fZt(t,r,e) =R.P.
z








Ft dr’de m hlB(Qt-0)











(mBb 1.L2- 1—(’2 - “1)e (B12)Pl) 2r —
—.
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As in the preceding psrsgraph, if the total force acting on a blade sec-












This limit lesds, as it should, to the Fourier
delta function of strength h7tF.
(B15)
expsnsion of the Dirac
Right-!lkiangularElement of I&ding
A right-triangular element of losding frt in a time-coordinate
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The equation for this element of loading m~ be written as
frt(t,r,e) = O (O<t <q) 1




frt(t, r,e) = 0 (72 G<T)
frt(t+-ro,r,e) = frt(t,r,e)
I
The Fourier expansion of this equation can be obtained from equa-
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Figure 2.- Relative amplitude functions, (a) & sin% and
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Fraction of chord
(a) Cn = O.O~j J = 2.55; ~ = 0.8; n= 1,~ rpm; !30.75R= 45°.
Figure 3.- Chordwise normal-force distribution at 0.78R for two sets of
operating conditions (ref. 4). (Numbers indicate rectangles and
triangles used for the analysis.)
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Figure 4.- Amplitude functions associated with the
butions in figure 3 plotted as functions of mB
functions associated with uniform distributions
b/r = 0.1715.
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Figure 5.- Sketch of radial.thrust or torque distribution.
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Figure 6.- Efficiency, total thrust, and total torque for various
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Radialdistributim af thrust and tarqw (per bla~)
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Figure 7.- Comparison of sound-pressure calculations for forces concen-
trated at sm effective radius with calculations for forces distributed
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F@are 8.- Distribution of the root-mean-square pressures for the first
kmncmic of a four-blade 16-fcmt-dismeter propeller at k dtitude6
and several. tip Mach numbers.
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Figure 9.- Calculated root-mes.m-squwe pressures associated with first
harmoni’cof a four-blade 16-foot-dismeter propeller at a point O.1~
behind the plane of rotation as functions of flight Mach number for
three different altitudes.
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Figure 10.- Calcul.atedroot-mean-square preswres for various values of
of mB in the plane of rotation for 16-foot-dismeterpropellers as
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Figure 11.- Calculated root-mean-squarepressure as a function of distance
from propeller tip along a line 0.15Dbeh<nd the plane of rotation for
a four-blade 16-foot-diameterpropeller operat@ at sea-level conditions.
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